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1. Introduction. An abstract semigroup, S, will be said to have the common fixed
point property on compacta if for each compact Hausdorff space X, and for each
homomorphic representation Sr°of S as a semigroup (under functional composition)
of continuous maps of X into itself, there is in X a common fixed point of the
family £f. This paper solves the problem of characterizing those semigroups
that have the above property.
E. S. Ljapin [5, Theorem 5.3, p. 66] has characterized the class of semigroups
such that for each arbitrary homomorphic representation of the semigroup by
transformations on any set, every transformation has a fixed point (not necessarily
common) in the set. Such semigroups, which in Ljapin's terms are of the class n,
are those that satisfy the condition that each element has a right zero ; that is for
each s in the semigroup S, there exists s' eS such that ss' = s '.
M. M. Day [2] characterized the class of semigroups S having the following
attribute, which we shall call the Day fixed point property: for each compact
convex subset K of each locally convex space X, and for each homomorphic
representation Sr*of 5 as a semigroup of continuous affine maps of K into itself,
there is in K a common fixed point of the family ¿7. It is shown in [2] that S has
the Day fixed point property if and only if S has a left invariant mean.
When a semigroup S has the common fixed point property on compacta, it is
immediate from the definitions that S has the Day fixed point property. But there
exist semigroups that satisfy the second condition but not the first; an example
of this is given by any nontrivial Abelian group (see Theorem 2). So each semigroup
with the common fixed point property on compacta has a left invariant mean,
but the converse does not hold. In the principal result of this paper, Theorem 1,
it is shown that a semigroup S has the common fixed point property on compacta
if and only if S has a multiplicative left invariant mean.
Theorem 1 also contains two purely algebraic characterizations of such a semigroup in terms of its left thick subsets. A subset S' of a semigroup S is called
left thick in S if for any finite subset S" £ S, there exists s" e S such that S"s" ç $'.
A semigroup S with the common fixed point property on compacta is shown to
be characterized by a condition reminiscent of the proof of the Bolzano-Weierstrass
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Theorem : any decomposition of S into a finite number of subsets contains at least

one left thick subset of S.
The relationship of semigroups of the class n to the class of those having the
common fixed point property on compacta has not been fully ascertained, however.
There are semigroups in the first class that are not in the second (for example,
the family of all continuous maps on the closed unit interval into itself). But it
is not known if the first class includes the second.
In §2, we state preliminaries, definitions, and the nomenclature used throughout
the paper. The main theorem and its corollaries are obtained in §3. §4 presents
examples and obtains additional algebraic results concerning Abelian semigroups
and cancellation semigroups that have the common fixed point property on
compacta.
2. Preliminaries and notation. For terminology not given here or in a later
section, see Day [1]. Let Sbea semigroup, m(S) the space of all bounded realvalued functions on S, where m(S) has the supremum norm. An element p e m(S)*
in a mean on m(S) if | p j] = l,and p(e) = 1, where e denotes the constant 1
function on S. A mean p is left invariant if p(lsf) = p(f) for all/em(5)
and
seS, where the left translation ls of m(S) by s is given by (lsf)s' =f(ss').
A
semigroup that has a left invariant mean is called left amenable. A mean p is
multiplicative if p(f) • p(g) = p(f- g) (the pointwise product) for all /, g e m(S).
The space of multiplicative means on m(S) shall be designated by ß(S.)
life m(S) and p e m(S)*, then p(f) shall be alternatively designated by (p,f).
For each pem(S)*, there is associated a map p¡: m(S)-+m(S)
given by
(Pif)s = ip, lsf), for/e miS), seS. For any two elements p, p' e miS)*, a product

p ©p' e m(5)* is defined by (p ©p',f) = ip, p'¡f) for fe m(5). When given the
product © and the w*-topology of m(5')*, then /?(£) is a semigroup and also a
compact Hausdorff space (but it need not be a topological semigroup), for ßiS)
is homeomorphic to the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete set S.
The symbol Q shall denote the evaluation isomorphism of S into the semigroup

ßiS), where iQs, f) =/(s)

for/e miS), seS.

3. The main characterization.
Theorem 1. Let S be a semigroup. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) S has a multiplicative left invariant mean.
(b) For each pair of subsets Sy, S2 Ç S such that Sy U S2 is left thick in S,
it follows that at least one of the subsets Sy, S2 is left thick in S.
(c) For each finite collection of subsets S¡ ^S such thai S = [^J'^ySi, it follows
that at least one of the subsets S¡ is left thick in S.
(d) S has the common fixed point property on compacta.

Proof, (a) -►(b). Let S' be left thick in S, where S' = Sy U S2. Let {Sy}be the
family of finite subsets Sy = S directed upwards by inclusion. For each finite
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subset Sy £ S, there exists sy e S such that Sysy ç S'. By w*-compactness of
ß(S), the net {Qsy}has a subnet {Qsf} which is w*-convergent to some p' e ß(S).
For any seS,

It p' = />* \im¿Qsj) = w* lima(Zs*(Ôsa)),
where the second equality follows by w*-continuity of I*. Let /0 e m(5) be the
characteristic function of S'. Then

(/.Wo)

= lim*(C(ßs*)./o)= l™*(ßSi.i./o)
= lim^L,/,,)«,) = limá/0(ssá) = 1

for each seS. By (a), S has a multiplicative left invariant mean p. Let p"eß(S)
be given by p" = pe p'. Then p" is a left invariant mean by [1, Corollary 2,

p. 529]. Further, for any seS,
^7oW = (p'J/s/o) = (/sVJo) = l,
hence p',f0 = e. Thus

pyo = (n,Úfo) = (l¿,e) = l.
Let /i and f2 be the characteristic functions of Sy and S2 respectively. Since p *
is multiplicative, its value on a characteristic function is zero or one. Since p"fo = \,
it cannot be that both p "ft = 0 and p "/2 = 0. So at least one of the functions f,
where i = 1,2, satisfies p"f¡ = 1. But if V is any subset of a left amenable semigroup S, then F is left thick in S if and only if there exists a left invariant mean
on 5 whose value on the characteristic function of V is one, [6, Theorem 7]. So
at least one of the subsets S¡ is left thick in S.
(b) -* (c). S is left thick in itself; the rest follows by a straightforward induction
argument.
(c) -> (d). Let n :S-> £f be a homomorphism of S onto y, a semigroup of
continuous maps of X into X. Let y be a specific point of the compact Hausdorff
space X. First we will show that there exists a y0 e X such that for every open
neighborhood U of yQ, where l/çl,
the set {s e S; (n s)y e U} is left thick in S.
Suppose no such point y0 e X exists. Then for each xeX, there exists an open
neighborhood of x, the set Ux çz x, such that the set Sx defined by
Sx = {seS;n(s)yeUx}

is not left thick in S. But the family {Ux; x e X} is an open covering of X, so by
compactness of X there exists a finite number of elements x(i) e X such that
X = U"= y Vxii). Thus S = U"= y Sx,i), which contradicts (c). Hence such a y0 e X
exists.
Let T be the family of all finite subsets of S directed upwards by inclusion,
and A the family of all open neighborhoods of y0 directed downwards by inclusion.
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For convenience, we refer to a finite subset of S as S" rather than as y itself, and
similarly to an open neighborhood of y0 as Ys rather than as <5.Further, {S'ô}
will designate the net of left thick subsets of S given by S'ó = {s e S; n(s)y e Ys}.
Let *P = r x A, the product directed set of T and A. For each ip = (y, <5)e 4*,
by left thickness of S'óin S there exists s^,eS such that Sfs^ Ç S¡. For any seS,
the net {ss$} is eventually in each S¡, which implies that the net {n(ssf)y} is
eventually in each open neighborhood Yö of y0. Thus y0 = lim^,(/;(ss^)y) for all

seS.
Let s0 be a specific element of 5. Then for all seS,
"is)y0

= "is) lim^,(«(50s^)y) = lim^(«(s)«(s0s^)y)

= lim^(n(s0s^)y) = y0 ,

where the second equality follows by continuity of n(s), and the third equality
by the fact that n is a homomorphism. Hence y0 is the required common fixed

point of the family ¿f.
(d) —>(a). Choose the space ß(S), where ß(S) has the w*-topology, to be the
compact Hausdorff space X. For each seS, define a map T„ : ß(S) -* ß(S) by
Tsp = l*p for peß(S). The set Sf = {Ts;seS} forms a semigroup, homomorphic
to 5, of w*-continuous maps of ß(S) into itself. Then by (d), there exists p0 e ß(S)
such that p0 = Tsp0 = Z*«0, for all s e S. Hence p0 is the required multiplicative
left invariant mean.
An elementary example of a semigroup that has a multiplicative left invariant
mean is given by any semigroup S that contains a right zero, that is an s0eS
such that Ss0 = {s0}. Then Q(s0) can be verified to be the indicated mean. A partial
converse to this is given by the following result:
Corollary
1. A finite semigroup S has a multiplicative
if and only if S contains a right zero.

left invariant

mean

Proof. The "if" part follows from the remark above. For the converse,
S = U"=i{s(}, so by condition (c) of Theorem 1, there exists a left thick singleton
subset {s'} £ S. Thus there exists s"eS such that Ss" = [s'}. In particular,
s"s" = s's" = s'. Therefore

Ss' = S(s "s ") = (Ss ")s " = {s's "} = {s'} ,
hence s' is a right zero of S. (Simple proofs of Corollary 1 can also be constructed
by use of conditions (b) or (d) of Theorem 1.)

Corollary
2. Let n be a homomorphism of S onto S', where S and S' are
semigroups. If S has a multiplicative left invariant mean, then so has S'.

Proof. Let S have property (a), hence property (d) of Theorem 1. Let X be
any compact Hausdorff space and n' any homomorphism of S' onto £/", where
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&' is a semigroup of continuous maps on X into itself. But r\'n is then a homomorphism of S onto &'', thus X contains a common fixed point of the family y'.
Hence 5' satisfies property (d), thus property (a), of Theorem 1.
Corollary
3. Let S be a semigroup such that for every s, s'e S, there exists
an s"eS which satisfies ss" = s's". Then S has a multiplicative left invariant
mean.
Proof. It follows by an induction argument that for each finite subset S" = S,
there exists s"eS such that S "s " = {s"}, (see, for example, the proof of [6,
Corollary 6]). Suppose that 5 does not satisfy condition (a) hence not condition
(b), of Theorem 1. Then there exist subsets Sy,S2 £ S such that Sy,S2 are not

left thick in S but the subset S y U S2 is. Thus there exist finite; subsets S[', S2 s S
such that both
(1)

S';s $ Su and S^s $ S2,

for all seS. Designate Sf U Sf by S". Since S" is finite, there exists s " e S such
that S"s" = {s"}. But Sy U S2 is left thick in S, so there exists an element s'eS
such that s's'eSy U S2, which implies s"s'eSy or s"s'eS2. Assume, say, the
former; then

S'l(s"s') S S"(s"s') = {s's'} £ Sy,
which contradicts (1). Hence S has a multiplicative left invariant mean.

4. Examples and special cases. By use of Corollary 3, examples may be
obtained of semigroups which have a multiplicative left invariant mean. These
are given below.
(a) Let S be a lattice where multiplication is defined by ss' = s V s', for s,
s'eS. Since ss" = s's", where s" = ss', then S has a multiplicative left invariant

mean by Corollary 3.
(b) Another example is given by the semigroup of "almost fixed" maps on an
infinite set X. That is, let S be the family of those maps s : X -* X which satisfy
the condition that the set Y(s) = {x e X; sx ¥=x} is finite. Then S has the required
property. For let s, s' e S; denote Y(s) U Y(s') by Y, and let x0 be an arbitrary
element x0eX — Y. Define s" e S by s "x = x for xeX—Y, and s"x = x0 for
xeY. It follows by direct computation that ss" = s" = s's", hence we have by
Corollary 3 that S has a multiplicative left invariant mean.
(c)LetX be an uncountably infinite set; let S be the semigroup of those maps
s: X -> X with the property that the set {xeX; sx ¿= x} is finite or countably
infinite. Then S can be shown by a procedure similar to that of (b) to have a multiplicative left invariant mean.
Later the converse to Corollary 3 will be shown for the cases of Abelian semigroups (Theorem 3) and left cancellation semigroups (Theorem 4). It remains
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an open question as to whether the converse holds when the semigroup is not
restricted to these cases.
The next theorem shows that there exists a large class of semigroups which do
not have multiplicative left invariant means.
Theorem 2. A two-sided cancellation semigroup S has a multiplicative
invariant mean if and only if S is the trivial group {i}.

left

Proof. The "if" part follows from Corollary 1. The converse is shown first for
(a) Abelian groups, then (b) groups, and finally (c) two-sided cancellation semigroups.
(a) If S is an Abelian group, then S is contained (isomorphically) in S, the Bohr
compactification of the discrete group S [7, Theorem 1.8.2, p. 30]. The left multiplications of the compact Hausdorff space S by elements se S map S continuously
into itself. Let S have a multiplicative left invariant mean; then by Theorem 1,
condition (d), there exists an element x0 e ^such that sx0 = x0 for all seS. But S is
a group, so s = i for all seS. Hence S = {i}.
(b) Let H be a subgroup of a group S, and let K be a set of representatives for
right cosets of H in S. Thus each se S has a unique representation as a product
s = hk, where he H and keK. As in [1, p. 533], define an operator

T : m(H)-» m(S) by (Tf)(hk) =f(h) for fe m(H), h e H, and k e K. If p is a left
invariant mean on S, then T*p is a left invariant mean on H [4, Theorem 17.12,

p. 234]. Also, it follows by a routine computation that T(f • g) = Tf- Tg fot f
g e m(H), hence T*p is a multiplicative mean on H if p is a multiplicative mean
on S. Let S have a multiplicative left invariant mean ; then so has each subgroup H.
But if H is the subgroup generated by any element seS, then H is Abelian, hence

trivial by (a). Therefore S = {i}.
(c) Let S be a two-sided cancellation semigroup which has a left invariant
mean p. Then S is embeddable in some group G' [8, Corollary 3.6]. Let G be the
subgroup of G' that is generated by S; let n be the restriction map s: m(G) -*■m(S)
defined by (nf)(s) =f(s) for fem(G), seS. Then n*p is a left invariant mean
on G [8, Proof of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2]. Now let p be a multiplicative
mean as well as left invariant. Since n(fy • f2) = nfy • nf2 for fit f2 e m(G), it
follows that n*p is a multiplicative left invariant mean on the group G. Thus G,
hence S, is trivial by (b).
The partial converses to Corollary 3 that were mentioned earlier can now be
obtained by use of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let S be an Abelian semigroup. Then S has a multiplicative
left invariant mean if and only if for every s, s' eS, there exists s" eS such that
ss" = s's".
Proof. The reverse implication follows from Corollary 3. For the forward
implication, we use a construction due to E. Granirer [3]. Let S be any left amenable
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semigroup, let (r) be a relation defined between elements of S by: s(r)s' if
and only if there exists s"eS such that ss" = s's". Then (r) is a two-sided
stable equivalence relation (i.e., a congruence) [3, Lemma 2, p. 371]. Let n(s) = s
for seS, where s is the equivalence class of S (with respect to (r)) that contains s;
then n is a homomorphism of S onto the factor semigroup Sj(r) by [5, §2.5, p. 266].

And by [5, §6.3, p. 294], S¡(r) satisfies the right cancellation law:
(SyS3 = S2S3) -+ (Sy = s2)

forsy,s2,s3,eS¡(r).
Now let S be an Abelian semigroup and let S have a multiplicative left invariant
mean. By the paragraph above, n(S) = S/(r) where « is a homomorphism, so S/(r)

has a multiplicative left invariant mean by Corollary 2. But S¡(r) is a right cancellation semigroup, hence a two-sided cancellation semigroup since S¡(r)
is Abelian. Therefore S¡(r) consists of one element by Theorem 2, which
means that any two elements s,s'eS
satisfyj the relation s(r)s', thus showing

Theorem 3.
We remark that the technique that was used in the proof of the above theorem
runs into difficulty if the condition that S is Abelian is dropped. For in such a case,
S¡(r) is a right cancellation semigroup. We must show that S¡(r) is also a left
cancellation semigroup. But we have been unable to do this without imposing
additional conditions on S. However, the proof goes through without difficulty if the requirement that S is a left cancellation semigroup is added. For if
S satisfies a left cancellation law, then it follows by direct computation that
so does S¡(r), and thus we have by a proof similar to that of the previous
theorem :
Theorem 4. Let S be a semigroup with left cancellation. Then S has a multiplicative left invariant mean if and only if for every s, s'eS, there exists s"eS
such that ss" = s's".

Addendum. Since the completion of this paper, E. Granirer (Extremely amenable
semigroups,to appear) has resolved the open question mentioned in §4 by showing
that Theorem 3 still holds if the assumption that 5 is Abelian is dropped. This
implies that each semigroup with the common fixed point property on compacta
is of the class it, which I had conjectured to be false. I am indebted to E. Granier
for providing me with a pre-print of his paper.
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